GROUP PLAN INTRO
EXHIBITION: APRIL 10–12, 2017

CONFERENCE: APRIL 10–13, 2017

McCormick Center West, Hall F1

Chicago, IL

We get it. We know that each power plant is different. Each plant has variables that simply
aren’t replicated at any other facility. Each team has a unique challenge that must be overcome
in order for plant performance to increase. We know that everyone on your team is at a different
point in his/her career journey, with different skill sets and development needs.
ELECTRIC POWER was built with all this in mind, by a committee of your industry peers in a
format that allows for multiple interaction types. Every attendee can expect one-on-one time
with experts that can address specific questions, small group conversations with peers to allow
for problem-solving dialogue and fun bonding, and large group settings to hear from industry
rock-stars on where power is headed.
ELECTRIC POWER is certainly not the biggest event in power—we’re far from it—but when
it comes to understanding the developmental needs of the industry, we won’t be beat. I love
a networking party as much as the next gal, but we’re much more passionate about providing
tools and knowledge that’ll improve your team, your plant, and your industry.
We take personal pride in these stats from attendees that were surveyed after last year’s event:
uu 98% found that the ELECTRIC POWER Conference content and topics were relevant to
the issues they’re currently facing.
uu 96% stated that their power plant will become safer as a result of attending the ELECTRIC
POWER Conference.
uu 92% stated that they are better at their jobs as a result of attending the ELECTRIC
POWER Conference.
We’re proud that companies who care about their employees’ safety and career development
choose ELECTRIC POWER. Let’s talk soon so we can create a group attendance package that
best fits your team’s needs
Thank you,
Jill Dean
Group Attendee Sales Manager
jdean@accessintel.com
713-343-1880
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